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Abstract 
This paper generalizes dominating and efficient dominating sets of a graph. Let G be a graph 
with vertex set V(G). If f :  V(G) ~ Y, where Y is a subset of the reals, the weight off  is the sum of 
f(v) over all ve V(G). If the closed neighborhood sum off(v) at every vertex is at least 1, thenfis 
called a Y-dominating function of G. If the closed neighborhood sum is exactly 1 at every 
vertex, then f is called an efficient dominating function. Two Y-dominating functions are 
equivalent if they have the same closed neighborhood sum at every vertex of G. It is shown that 
if the closed neighborhood matrix of G is invertiable then G has an efficient Y-dominating 
function for some Y. It is also shown that G has an efficient Y-dominating function if and only if 
all equivalent Y-dominating functions have the same weight. Related theoretical nd computa- 
tional questions are considered in the special cases where Y = { - 1, 1} or Y = { - 1, 0, 1}. 
1. Introduction 
For  a graph G = (V, E) a dominatin9 set is a vertex set S _~ V such that the union of 
the closed ne ighborhoods of the vertices in S is all of V; that is, Os~sN[s] = V. 
Equivalently,  each vertex not in S is adjacent o at least one vertex in S. We let v(G) 
denote the min imum cardinal i ty of a dominat ing set, and we call a dominat ing set of 
order v(G) a v-set for G. For  the Hajos graph H in Fig. l(a), S = {/)1, 05} is a min imum 
dominat ing set, so V (H) = 2 and S is a 7-set. 
The concept of a dominat ing set can also be viewed as assigning a weight of 1 to the 
vertices in S and a weight of 0 to the vertices of V - S. Then S is a dominat ing set of 
G if the closed ne ighborhood sum of every vertex in G is at least 1; that is, 
[N[v]~SI ~> 1 for each ve V. This view of dominat ing sets has been generalized in 
several ways. Note that if we put a weight of ½ on each of the vertices v2, v3, and vs in 
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Fig. 1. Labelings of the Hajos graph. 
H, as shown in Fig. l(b), the closed neighborhood ofeach vertex again has a weight of 
at least 1. As in [5, 8], we call f :  V(G) ~ [0, 1] a fractional dominating function of weight 
w(f) = ~v~vf(V) if we have X~Ntvj f(s)/> 1 for every v in V. The fractional domination 
number of G, denoted 7:(G), is the minimum weight of a fractional dominating 
function for G, and we call a function that achieves the minimum weight a 7:-function. 
For the Hajos graph it is easy to verify that 7:(H) = ~ with f:  V(H) ~ [0, 1] defined by 
f(vl) =f(v4)=f (v6)= 0 and f(v2)=f(v3)=f(vs)= ½ being a v:-function, as illus- 
trated in Fig. l(b). 
Schwenk observed in correspondence with S.T. Hedetniemi that the assignment of 
weights 1 to the vertices v2, v3, and v5 and - 1 to the vertices Vl, v4, and v6 in H (see 
Fig. l(c)) maintained the property that the closed neighborhood sum of any vertex was 
at least 1, but the sum of all the weights has been reduced to 0. This motivated the 
definitions of minus domination with f:  V(G) --* { - 1, 0, 1} by Dunbar et al. [3] and 
signed domination with f:  V(G) ~ { - 1, 1} again by Dunbar et al. [4]. In this paper we 
introduce the generalization to Y-domination for an arbitrary subset Y (called the 
weight set) of the reals ~ and consider several questions about generalized efficient 
domination, where the closed neighborhood sum at every vertex is required to be 
exactly 1. 
In fact, the motivation for the paper was a conjecture of McRae concerning efficient 
domination of a graph under generalized dominating functions. As originally defined 
in Bange et al. [1, 2], a dominating set S of G is called an efficient dominating set of 
G if every vertex in V has exactly one vertex in S in its closed neighborhood. 
Equivalently, S is an efficient dominating set ifS dominates G and u, v e S implies that 
the distance in G from u to v, d(u, v), is at least three. Not every graph has an efficient 
dominating set. For example, the Hajos graph cannot be efficiently dominated. 
Grinstead and Slater [7] introduced the idea of efficient fractional domination as well 
as fractional packing and redundance. Again, "fractional" implies the use of functions 
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f: V(G) --* [0, 1], rather than just {0, 1}. To generalize the concept of efficient domina- 
tion to any subset Y of R, we will say that a dominating function f:  V(G) ~ Y is an 
efficient Y-dominating function, if y~s~NEdf(s) = 1 for every v in V. We will refer to Y as 
the weight set of the dominating function. Many graphs that do not have efficient 
dominating sets will have an efficient Y-dominating function for some weight set Y. 
For example, Fig. l(c) shows that the Hajos graph has an efficient { - 1, 1}-domina- 
ting set. Also, the tree shown in Fig. 2 does not have an efficient dominating set, but, as 
illustrated, it does have an efficient Y-dominating function when the weight set 
Y contains { - 1, 0, 1, 2}. However, as will be shown in Section 2, there are graphs 
that do not have an efficient Y-dominating function for any Y ~_ R. (That is, there 
exist graphs without an efficient R-dominating function.) 
It is noted in [2], if S is an efficient dominating set for G, then ]SI = 7(G). McRae [9] 
conjectured that all efficient minus or signed dominating functions for graph G have 
the same weight. More generally, we have: 
McRae's Generalized Conjecture: If f l  and f2 are any two efficient Y-dominating 
functions of a graph G, then w(fl)  = w(f2); that is, Y~,~vfl(v) = ~vevf2(~; )  - 
For instance, C6 can be efficiently dominated with 7(C6)  = 2 and Fig. 3 shows that 
C6 also has efficient fractional and signed dominating functions of weight 2. We will 
prove that McRae's Generalized Conjecture is true in the next section. However, it is 
not true for all Y that the weight of an efficient Y-dominating function will equal the 
minimum weight of a Y-dominating function. 
Allowing the weight set for a dominating function to be more general subsets of 
R opens up other interesting theoretical and computational questions about both 
generalized domination and generalized efficient domination. For example, in Section 
2, it will be shown that Vizing's Conjecture [if G and H are two graphs, then 
~,(G x H) ~> 7(G) 7(H)] does not hold for signed domination. Also, it was shown in [2] 
that it is an NP-complete problem to determine whether or not a given graph G has an 
efficient dominating set. It will be shown in Section 3 that it is also an NP-complete 
problem to determine whether or not G has an efficient signed dominating function. 
More general computational questions are under study. 
2 -1 
O O 
Fig. 2. A tree that has an efficient { - 1,0, 1, 2}-dominating function. 
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Fig. 3. Three efficient labelings of C 6. 
2. Generalized domination and efficient domination 
If f :  V(G) ~ R is any real-valued function, we call f a vertex labeling function for 
G and let the weight o f f  be w(f) = ~vEvf(v). Two vertex labeling functions f l and f2 
are said to be equivalent if y,s,Ntvlfl(s) = ~s~Ntvjf2(s) for every ve V. We will call 
fa  dominating function for G if ~Nt~l f  (s) /> 1 for every ve V. If f is a dominating 
function with f:  V(G) ~ Y ~_ ~, we say thatf is  a dominating function with weight set 
Y or, briefly, a Y-dominating function of G. If f :  V(G) ~ Y with ~,~Ntvlf(s) = 1 for 
every v e V, we will call f an efficient Y-dominating function. 
The first proposition is an obvious consequence of the definition of a Y-dominating 
function. 
Theorem 1. Graph G has a Y-dominating function if and only if there is an x e Y with 
x ~> 1/(1 + fi(G)) where 6 denotes the minimum vertex degree. 
To motivate some of the ideas that follow, we begin with a few observations and 
examples of unusual dominating functions. 
Observation 1. I ra weight set Y contains negative numbers, the weight of a Y-domina- 
ting function can be negative. 
For example, consider the generalized Hajos graph, denoted [K,], having n + (~) 
vertices formed by joining each pair of vertices in K, to another vertex not in K,. 
Define a funct ionfon the vertex set of [K.] byf(v) = 1 for each vertex v from the K, 
andf(u) = - 1 for every other vertex u. Fig. 4 shows [K4]. It is easy to check thatf is  
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Fig. 4. The generalized Hajos graph [K4] with an efficient { - l, 1}-labeling. 
an (efficient) { - 1, 1}-dominating set with w(f )  = n - (2). Thus, it is possible to have 
Y-dominating functions of arbitrarily small negative weight. 
Observation 2. I f  Y is an unbounded set, the Y-dominating functions of a graph may not 
have a finite minimum weight. 
To illustrate, if Y is the set of integers, then for any positive integer k, we can define 
a dominating functionfk on [K,] byfk(v) = k if v is a vertex in the K, andfk(u) = -- k 
for every other vertex u. The closed neighborhood sum at every vertex is k and 
w(fk) ---- kn -- k (2). 
With Observation 2 in mind, we will let 7y(G) denote the minimum weight of 
a Y-dominating set or - ~ if there is no minimum. The third observation requires 
no example. 
Observation 3. If Y1 c Y2 ~ ~, then every (efficient) dominating function of a graph 
G with weight set YI is also an (efficient) dominating function of G with weight set Y2; 
thus }'y2(G) ~< 7rl(G). 
The next proposition shows that special nature of graphs that have efficient 
dominating sets. 
Theorem 2. I f  a graph G has an efficient dominating set, then 7(G) ~< 7r(G) for any 
weight set Y. 
Proof. Let S = {vl, V2 . . . . .  Vk} be a subset of V(G) that efficiently dominates G. Then 
the k stars induced by each vl and its neighbors partition the vertex set V. If f :  V ~ Y is 
any function with w( f )  < 7(G), then at least one of these stars must have total vertex 
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weight less than 1 under f. But the sum of the vertex weights of a star is the closed 
neighborhood sum at the center, so fwou ld  not be a dominat ing function. []  
In view of Theorem 2, it is natural to ask whether an efficient Y-dominating 
function will attain the min imum value yy(G) for a given set Y. In other words, is there 
an efficient Y-dominating function f :  V ~ Y such that for any other Y-dominating 
function g: V ~ Y, it follows that w(f )  <<. w(g)? This is not true for the graph shown in 
Fig. 5 if Y = { - 1, 0, 1). The vertex labeling shown is an efficient Y-dominating 
function of weight 9. However, the three vertices of degree 6 form a dominating set, so 
the graph also has a (non-efficient) Y-dominating function of weight 3. 
Next, for any graph G with V(G) = {vl,/)2 . . . . .  Vn} , let N denote the closed neigh- 
borhood matrix of G; that is, N is the n-by-n matrix with n~,j = 1 if i = j or if/)i vj ~ E(G) 
and n~,j = 0 otherwise. Let X denote the column vector (xl, x2 . . . . .  Xn) and 
1 = (1, 1 . . . . .  1). It then follows that f :  V ~ Y, with f (v i )=  xi is a Y-dominating 
function if and only if each x~ e Y and NX ~> 1. In particular, we also observe that if 
B = (bl, b2 . . . .  , b,) is a real n-vector, then there is a function f :  V ~ ~ satisfying 
~,s~mvilf(s) = b~ if and only if there is a solution Xto  the matrix equation NX = B. We 
will call f a vertex labeling function yielding the vector B. In particular, G has an 
efficient dominat ing function if and only if NX = 1 has a solution; that is, 1 is in the 
column space (the range) of N. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph whose closed neighborhood matrix N is invertible. Then 
G has an efficient Y-dominating function for some weight set Y. 
Proof. If N is invertible, then the matrix equation NX = 1 has a unique solution 
X = (Xl, x2 . . . .  , x,) which determines the efficient Y-dominating function byf(vi) = xi 
for 1 ~<i~<n. []  
3. 1 
1 3_ -1 3_ 
Fig. 5. A graph with an efficient { -- 1, l}-dominating function having weight 9. 
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As an example, it is easy to check that the determinant of the closed neighborhood 
matrix for the Hajos graph H is non-zero. Since the labeling shown in Fig. l(c) is 
efficient, it follows that H has an efficient Y-dominating function if and only 
if { -  1, 1} c y. As a second example, for a positive integer k, let Yk = 
{ - k + 1, - k + 2 . . . .  , k}. For  the tree Tk in Fig. 6, the unique solution to N X = 1 is 
xl =x2  . . . . .  Xk= 1, Xk+3=O,  Xk+2= l - -k ,  and Xk+3=k.  Thus, Tk has an 
efficient Yk-dominating function (or is efficiently Yk-dominatable), but there does not 
exist an efficient Yk a-dominating function. Consequently, the class of efficiently 
Yk-dominatable graphs is properly contained in the class of efficiently Yk-1- 
dominatable graphs. 
Note that if G is a graph for which N is not invertible then, whenever NX = B is 
consistent, the infinitely many solutions will generate equivalent vertex labeling 
functions for the vertices of G. Recall, for example that Fig. 3 shows three efficient 
vertex labelings for C6. Thus, the closed neighborhood matrix of C6 is not invertible, 
and there are infinitely many solutions to NX = 1. However, there do exist graphs 
that have no efficient Y-dominating function. Consider for example the graph G in 
Fig. 7(a) with vertices labeled as shown. For  this graph, the matrix equation N X = 1 is 
xl + x2 + x4 = 1 
x I --~.- x2 -3r- x3 -.~.-x 4 ..~.- x5 = 1 
x2 q- x3 + -}- xs = 1 
x1-}- x 2 -}- x4. -.~- x5 -~- x6 °c x7 =1 
x 2 ,~- x 3 + x 4 + x 5 Jr" x ;  + xs  = 1 
x,~ + x6 + xv = 1 
X4 + Xs + x6 + xv + xs  = 1 
x5 + x7 + xs  = 1. 
It is easy to verify that the coefficient matrix of this system is not invertible and that 
the system is inconsistent, so there can be no efficient Y-dominating function for this 
graph. 
For  a graph G to have distinct equivalent dominat ing functions, it is necessary that 
its closed neighborhood matrix be noninvertible. Under what conditions must all 
0 0 
Vk+l Vk+ 2 
v 2 
Vk+3 ~ : 
v k 
Fig. 6. A tree with an efficient Yk-dominating function. 
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Fig. 7. (a) A graph that has no efficiency Y-dominating function; (b) and (c) Equivalent 
labelings that have different weights. 
equivalent dominating functions have the same weight? The next theorem character- 
izes such graphs. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph with closed neighborhood matrix N. Then there exists 
a vector W satisfying NW= 1 if and only i fNX = NZ = B implies that ~ix i  = ~izl. 
Proof. First, assume that there is a solution to NW = 1. We claim that if 0 is the 
0-vector and NX = 0, then y~ixi = 0. Since Wis a solution to NW= 1, the vector 1 is 
in the column space of N. But, since N is symmetric, 1 is also in the row space of N. 
Thus, 1 is orthogonal  to the null space of N; that is, if NX = 0, then X ' I  = 0 or 
~ix l  = 0. It then follows that i fNX  = NZ, we have N(X - Z) = 0, so ~(x~ - zl) = 0. 
Next, assume that there is no solution to NW = 1, so that 1 is not in the column 
space, and hence not in the row space of N. Since the row space is the orthogonal 
complement of the null space of N and row space is not all of 0~", there is a non-zero 
vector U in  the null space of N so that U.1 = Y,~ul ~ 0. But since NU -- NO = 0, it is 
not the case that NX = NZ = B implies that Y, lx~ = Y,~z~. []  
Thus, all equivalent dominating functions of a graph G have the same weight if and 
only if G has an efficient Y-dominating function. In particular, McRae's Generalized 
Conjecture follows as a corollary to Theorem 4. 
Corollary. Let f l  and f2 be efficient Y-dominating functions for a graph G. Then 
w(A) = w(A). 
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Proof. Since Y~s~N[v]fl(s)= 52s~Ntv]f2(s)= 1 for every vs V(G), both f l  and f2 are 
Y-dominating functions yielding the vector 1. Theorem 4 then implies that 
w(f , )  = w(.f2). [] 
This corollary together with the labelings of Fig. 7(b) and (c) provide an alternate 
proof that the graph in Fig. 7(a) has no efficient dominating function. 
Vizing's Conjecture states that for any graphs G and H, 7(G x H)/> 7(G)7(H). We 
conclude this section with a construction that shows that Vizing's Conjecture does not 
hold for Y-domination whenever { - 1, 1} c_ y. As shown earlier, when Y contains 
{ - 1, 1}, 7r([K,]) < 0 for n >~ 4. Consider the graph [K,] x [-K4]. Initially we label 
the vertices so that each of the 10 copies of [K,] is given the efficient { - 1, 1}- 
dominating labeling described earlier (immediately after Observation 1). Now con- 
sider a [K4] formed by the 10 copies of a fixed vertex from the [K,]. All 10 of these 
vertices are labeled either -1  or + 1. At each vertex labeled + 1, the closed 
neighborhood sum in [K,] x [K4] is certainly positive. Consider a vertex where the 
label is - 1. Since the sum of its weight and the weights of its neighbors from the [K,] 
is 1, the closed neighborhood sum in [K,] x [K4] must be either - 1 (if the vertex 
corresponds to one of degree 2 in the [K4]) or - 5 (if the vertex corresponds to one 
having degree 6 in the [K4]). 
Since the initial labeling of [K,] x [Ks] does not define a { - 1, 1}-dominating 
function, at those vertices where the closed neighborhood sum is - 5, we change the 
-1  label to + 1. It is easy to see that the new labeling does define a { - l ,  1}- 
dominating function for [K,] x [Ks]. In fact, every closed neighborhood has weight at 
least three. There are 4(~) relabeled vertices, so the re-labelling raises the weight of the 
initial labeling by 8 O. Since the initial labeling had weight 10n-  10(~), the new 
labeling has weight 10n - 2(i) and is therefore negative when n > 11. Thus, if n > 11 
and { - 1, 1} _c y, and ~/y([Kn] × [-Ks] ) ~< 10n - 10(~) < 0, but 7y([Kn])):y([K4]) > O. 
3. NP-completeness of signed domination 
As noted in Section 1, the generalization to(efficient) Y-domination produces many 
algorithmic and computational questions. In particular, we are beginning a study of 
NP-completeness questions for Y-domination. In this section, it is shown that the 
recognition of efficiently signed-dominatable graphs is NP-complete. 
Problem ESD (Efficient signed domination) 
Instance: Graph G. 
Question: Does there exist an efficient signed domination function f: V(G) -* { - 1, 1}? 
Problem ONE-IN-THREE 3-SAT (Garey and Johnson [6, p. 2591). 
Instance: Set °F of n variables, collection ~ of clauses over ~ such that each clause 
c~C¢ has IcL = 3. 
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Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for q/such that each clause in cg has 
exactly one true literal? 
Theorem 5. Problem ESD in NP-complete.  
Proof. Clearly there exists a nondeterministic-polynomial algorithm for deciding 
whether or not a graph G has an efficient signed dominating function. It remains to 
show that Problem 3-SAT is reducible to ESD in polynomial time. 
Give  ~ = {ul ,  u2 . . . . .  Un} and 
(g = (u1.1 v ux,2 v ul ,3)  ^ (u2,~ vuz ,z  v uz ,3 )^ ... ^(u,.,1 vu , . , z  v u.,,3), 
Hi, l<iS_n 
xi, 2 Yi, 2 
' l  , - - .  ' t  ' xi, 3 1,3 
a.  
uj 2 uj, 1 ' u.,3 
Kj, l<jS_m e -e 
a ~  ae 
-1 
1 
b. 
Fig. 8. The graph and its labeling as used in the proof of Theorem 5. 
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construct a graph G as follows. For  1 ~< i ~< n, let Hi be the graph on nine vertices 
illustrated in Fig. 8(a). Graph  Hi in a subgraph of G for which only vertices ul and ui 
can be adjacent o the other vertices of G. For  1 ~< j ~< m, let Kj be the graph on 17 
vertices illustrated in Fig. 8(b). Each of the vertices f~ and gj is made adjacent to 
vertices u j, t, u j. z, and u j, 3 that correspond to the literals in clause j. For  example if 
(uj. 1 v uj.2 v uj.3) = (Us v ~i 7 v ~ilo), then we have edges fjus, g~us,f~uv, gjuT,fjulo, and 
gjzilo. Now G is the graph with 9n + 17m vertices so constructed (in time polynomial 
in I~,'l + I~l). 
Assume that f :  V(G) --, { - 1, 1} is an efficient signed dominat ing function. Note 
that for a vertex v of degree 2k, funct ionfmust  assign k + 1 vertices values of + 1 and 
k values of - 1 in N[v]. In particular, deg(v)= 2 implies that f labe ls  exactly two 
vertices in N[v]  as + 1. Consequently, iff (a) = - 1, then f(ab) = f(b) = f(ac) = f (c) 
=f(ad) =f(d)  =f(ae) =f(e)  = 1, but then ~s~Nt,lf(s) = 8 - 1 = 7. So f (a)  = 1. Sim- 
ilarly, f(b) = 1. If f(c) = - 1, f(ac) =f(a)=f (bc) - - f (b )=f (cd)=f (d )= 
f (ce)=f(e) = 1, but then y~s~mclf (s) /> 8-3  = 5. So f (c )= 1, and similarly 
f(d) =f(e)  = 1. Furthermore,  each vertex v of degree two in K~ satisfies f (v) = - 1. 
Also, because y~s~Ntclf(s)= 1, we have f ( f j )+f (g j )= 0 (so either f ( f j )=  1 and 
f(gj) = - 1 or f ( f j )=  - 1 and f (g~)= 1). Because N[yi,1] -N[y i ,2 ]  = {u~,Oi}, we 
havef(ui) = -f((~i). Thusf(vi) = 1. Now, because ui (respectively, ~ii) is adjacent o J; if 
and only if u~ (respectively, ~ii) is adjacent to ,q~, we have ~s~st,df(s) 
= 1 +f(xi.O +f(Yi,~), SO f(xi,~) = --f(Yi,~). Finally, ~Nt¢Af(s  ) = 1 implies that 
exactly two of u~,~, u~,z and uj,3 receive a label of + 1 under f  In summary,  i f f i s  an 
efficient signed dominat ing function, then letting literal u~ be true if and only ifj(u~) 
= - 1 in G produces a one-in-three satisfying truth assignment for '~?/. 
Likewise, given a One-in-Three satisfying truth assignment for ,0//, we can identify an 
efficient signed dominat ing function for G, completing the proof. [] 
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